Who Will Need to Take the New Sulfur Dioxide Fumigation Exam?

If your winery uses Sulfur Dioxide* to fumigate wine barrels/corks, please use the flow chart to determine what licensing you will need.**

Questions?
Contact: Lindsey Moses, Pesticide Licensing Specialist
lmoses@agr.wa.gov
(360) 902-2027

*Sulfur Dioxide is a Restricted Use Pesticide that requires a WSDA license. These license requirements have been in statute (RCW 17.21) for many years.

The new “Limited Specialty” category does not change who is required to get a license, it has only created a specialized exam category for certain groups of licensees who did not have an exam that was a good fit for the type of work they are doing.

**Currently licensed individuals will be grandfathered in - i.e. their current license is valid – no new test required unless they let their license lapse.

- Only NEW licensees or those testing to RECERTIFY will need to take this exam.